The sustained activity seen in the oculomotor inte-
predictions. If excitatory transmission is glutamaturgic, we would expect an abundance of NMDA-mediated synaptic transmission in integrator or persistent-memory circuits. Blocking this transmission should significantly degrade their function. Point 2 raises a number of interesting questions that will undoubtedly be addressed in future theoretical and experimental work. Do integrator circuits really have parameters tuned to a sufficient degree of accuracy? Do they make use of activity-dependent adjustment mechanisms that do the fine tuning automatically (Arnold and Robinson, 1992; Seung, 1996)? Or do integrators operate by a completely different principle, for example through intrinsic properties of the integrator neurons such as regenerative plateau potentials? The construction of reasonably realistic models that act as neural integrators does not answer these questions, but it is a significant advance nonetheless, because it tells us that they are the right questions to ask, and it provides a framework for proposing and interpreting future experiments. For example, the first two questions might be addressed by experiments that perturb synaptic strength and probe for resulting plasticity, while intracellular recordings could investigate the third.
Addressing the issue of stability of a neural integrator is important, even for researchers not interested in integrator circuits per se. Similar issues arise when we think of neural activity propagating from one region of the brain to another-for example, through the many visual areas in the mammalian brain. If the level of activity increased or decreased by even a modest percentage as visual responses propagated from one visual area to the next, the level of activity evoked in late-stage areas would be either pathologically high or nonexistent. The same unknown mechanisms that allow neural circuits to compute integrals may act on a larger scale to assure that an appropriate level of activity reaches all the relevant regions of the brain, a nontrivial but essential element of healthy brain function.
